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MINUTES 
 

Data Analytics 
 

MCC serves our communities, empowering students to succeed through 
innovative pathways and quality education. 

 
Date: 8/5/2021 

Time: 9:00 – 10:30 
Location: Zoom 

 
1. Announcements 

a. Welcome Janice and Blaine from Data Governance (SP 4.) Committee 

2. Important Dates 

3. Strategic Plan Updates 

4. Standing Reports (if applicable) 

5. Items for Attention 

a. Graduate Survey (Butcher) 

i. Discussion: We have been asked to review the Graduate Survey regarding 
deployment process, current content of the survey, as well as provide input into 
the appropriate usage of this data. 

Currently, a link to the graduate survey is sent to the student after the student 
submits their application for graduation.   

There were 215 responses during the 2019-2020 academic year, with the bulk of 
the responses pertaining to Spring graduates. 

Along with looking at the relevance of certain questions (including asking the 
student for their MCC ID), they also reviewed graduate applications from other 
institutions including the university of Washington. 

After the initial review – the group found that asking the student how important 
they felt personal/academic growth concepts were instead of only asking how 
effective MCC was in helping them achieve growth in those areas. 

 

ii. Action:  

1. Further review of questions and format during the next Data Team 
meeting, followed by the formal suggestion of Graduate Survey content 
to be reviewed after the following meeting was decided. 
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iii. Personnel Responsible: Matt Butcher, Janice Tubbs, as well as ongoing input 
from Data Analytics Team 

 

6. Items for Attention 

a. Continued discussion of Data Governance/development of DGP (Butcher) 

i. Discussion: Outlining process of how an acceptable and capable data governance 
framework would look at MCC.  Given the very broad scope of implementing a 
framework related to data access, maintenance, and ethical usage at MCC – the 
group is considering how to start in an effective manner. 
 
Department leads/managers will need to be asked what data is required/desired 
within their department (particularly by role), and how timely and accurate they 
perceive that data to be.  Once we’ve established a “landscape” view of data 
usage/needs by department, a framework regarding how and what access is 
granted and maintained will be easier to formulate. 
 
The group acknowledges that moving to a new ERP (Ellucian) will pose an 
interesting wrinkle in the formulation of a governance plan, however it should 
not affect departmental role related data access assignments, nor the need to 
develop a robust data governance plan  

 

ii. Action: IR will start looking at governance at a smaller scale (specifically the 
use of Tableau Server) to hopefully aid in the initial creation of a governance 
framework that can be scaled up to the institutional level. 
  

iii. Personnel Responsible: Matt Butcher, IR team 

 

 

7. Adjournment 

 


